Heavy Duty Drive Packages

- Available in Standard, Corrosion Resistant, Washdown and Magnetic Styles.
- Quick belt change without removal of drive packages or guide rails.
- Tight belt-to-frame width ratio. (Belt width 0.72" less than frame width.)
- Superior Pinch Point Protection.
- Available in metric version (SAE models are standard).
- High speeds up to 2000 FPM.
- Drive packages offer heavy-duty timing belt and pulley arrangements which provide a wide range of belt speeds and quiet operation.
- Drive bearings are self-aligning and equipped with seals and grease fittings for lubrication while conveyor is running.
- Optional self-tracking V-guide thermally welded to the carcass of the belt.
- Ability to run multiple bands of belting on one conveyor.
- Frame sections are 10 gauge, formed, powder coated steel. (Optional stainless steel or custom powder coating to match customer color specifications.)
- Wide variety of belting available. (Cleated, Static Conductive, FDA/USDA, High Temperature, Cut Resistant, Chemical Resistant, High Friction and Low Friction.)
- Standard and custom side rails, guide rails, stands, mounts, gear motors and accessories are available.

End Drive Conveyor

- Widths up to 60"
- Lengths up to 24'
- 3" Low Profile conveyor height
- Load carrying capacities to 600 lbs.

Standard and Custom Adjustable Guide Rails
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Center Drive Conveyor

- Washdown Version Available
- Multiple Bands of Belting on One Conveyor
- Widths up to 60"
- Lengths up to 100'
- 3" Low Profile conveyor height
- Load carrying capacities to 1000 lbs.
- Optional V-Guide Provides Self-Tracking Unit
- Cleated Belt Conveyor with Corrugated Sidewall
- Magnetic Version Available
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